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Part 2. Over 600 photos (A set of 4 books/Parts). LARGEST/BIGGEST BOOK ON THE MARKET

(size 10x8. big format.)There is no other book like it! Comprehensive, illustrated, documented,

explosive! Movie stars-heroes and role models who in real life are the scum of the earth. Their

names (Males & Females, past & present) nymphomaniacs, homosexuals, lesbians, junkies, drugs

addicts, rapists, suicidal, felons & murderers. Their double lives, shady deals, arrests, convictions &

mug shots (Larry King, Al Pacino, Bill Gates, Suzanne Somers, Steve McQueen. F. Sinatra, etc.)

Name of the women and stars Kennedy slept with. Hollywood repulsive moguls, producers,

directors. Greatest scandals in Hollywood's history, past & present. Stars naked ambition. Stars

insanity, wild sex parties, orgies, and obsession with money, greed, fame, power, and who are

they? How they did it, when, how, and with whom? Their names, enter their donjons, and learn

everything about their most repulsive life style and way of life. Hollywood's most tragic events,

suicides, murders, cover-ups, conspiracies, human drama, and how some of the biggest stars

ended their career and life, penniless and homeless in the streets and dark alleys. Check a new

book by Lafayette: "Hollywood's Most Horrible People, Stars, Times, and Scandals.â€•
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Badly organized, repetitive, filled with inaccuracies (Rock Hudson pretended to be gay so that

women would stop coming on to him?), this is laughable trash. Don't waste your time or money.

This is the worst piece I have ever purchased. It was unreadable on my Kindle due to poor layout

and formatting. The content was 3 rd grade drivel that was just a rambling rehash. Shame on  for

not vetting this one!

Celebrity scandal isn't normally my thing but I wanted a mindless read. Achievement unlocked with

this rubbish. Even if celebrity scandal is your thing this book is worthless. I suspect the target market

is senior citizens residing in Palm Springs who once sat at a table in a supper club a mere 20 feet

away from Larry Stortch from F-Troop. I really can't complain, however. I did get a chance to read a

chapter prior to buying. The title hints at the fact the book will likely not be of the same quality say

Hamlet would be. I guess the best part of buying this book was the fact that I was able to play

amateur mythbuster. You know that adage you can't judge a book by it's cover? Not so. The woman

on the bed isn't posing, she is farting. Right in your face. I gave the book two stars out of my own

sense of pride. Veni. Vidi. Desumo. I came, I saw, I purchased. In my defense... No, nothing. If you

are wondering why this review lacks any substantial references it is because there is nothing of

substance to reference.

I am so disappointed that I purchased this book! I believe the information would have been more

entertaining if I was actually able to read it. It is formatted incorrectly with missing sentences and

paragraphs, mislabeled photographs, and changing fonts. It was so difficult to read because of all of

the mistakes that I am still unsure if what I read was correct. Don't waste your money on this one,

friends!

I only read the the sample and what I read was not worth ordering the book. I would say save the

money for a more interesting book.

Gossip. Hearsay and very little real documentation .Quick read though the author does not seem to

know about spellchecker.



This book is absolute trash. The inaccuracies and grammatical errors are overwhelming. It's as if

the author opted to publish raw notes versus a completed product. Do not waste either your time or

money.

with a horrible layout for the Kindle Fire, glad it was only a rental or I would certainy have returned it

for a full refund!!!
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